
The Origin of the 

Jehovah’s Witnesses

Charles Taze Russell, was the man who founded the Watchtower
Society, also known as the Jehovah's Witnesses. He was a Satanist, a pedophile
according to his wife, a friend of Rothschilds, and most certainly Illuminati.

Historian, David Icke states, "

...it was the Rothschilds who funded the Jehovah's Witness operation into
being, along with other Illuminati bankers (ie, Kuhn, Loeb, and Co.), through
"contributions» by organisations like the Rothschild-controlled B'nai B'rith.
This was proved in a court of law in 1922. One of the key people involved in this
was Frank Goldman who later became President of B'nai B'rith. 



Why would an organisation set up (in theory) to help Jewish people and promote 
the Jewish faith, be funding into existence the Jehovah's Witnesses? I think the 
name Rothschild answers the question. 

Russell was also a high degree Freemason and Knights Templar. He promoted 
Zionism, another Rothschild creation, on behalf of his friends and backers."

Russell's family was formerly known as Roessel and went to Scotland from
Germany. Of course, Germany is a massive occult nucleus, from which the
Rothschilds emerged, and Scotland is one of the key areas of the world for
Illuminati bloodlines.

From the start, Charles Taze Russell used his new Watchtower Society, based at
Bethel, Brooklyn, New York, as a front for Enochian magic as his brand of
Satanism was called. He put the flying Sun disk on the front of his books, an
ancient Illuminati symbol going back to Kemet.

The Watchtower magazine has always been a mass of subliminal and less
subliminal occult symbolism and the very name, Watchtower, is part of
Illuminati and Freemasonic legend and code. To them watchtowers are areas of
the "magical universe". The unseen realms. Russell was buried under a pyramid
in the United States after being ritually killed on Halloween 1917.

These leading Satanists of the Illuminati are ritually killed when their time
comes in line with their obsession with ritual. To them, everything is ritual.

Again and again the Jehovah's Witness church is named by survivors of 
traumabased mind control as being involved in these unspeakable mind control
projects..

Movin' on up to World War II, we find that Adolf Hitler and the Nazis were not
only funded, but CREATED by the Rothschilds! The Rothschilds arranged for
Hitler to come to power through the Illuminati secret societees in Germany like
the Thule Society and the Vril Society. 

They later funded Hitler through the Bank of England and other British and 
American sources like one of their many financial houses, Kuhn and Loeb Bank. 
We also find America's own Ford Motor Company as the ones who built the tanks 
the Germans rode, with Rockefeller's Mobil Oil providing the fuel for the tanks.



In essence, we find the Rothschilds clan as the hidden force behind Hitler; a 
socalled "Jewish" bloodline which claims to support and protect the "Jewish" faith
through organisations like the B'nai B'rith and Anti-Defamation League (ADL),
financed a monster out to kill so-called Jews. Assinine, right?!

Oh, but it gets deeper... Writer, David Icke said, "...the Illuminati are so utterly
obsessed with bloodline, because of this reptilian genetic code, that there was
no way that someone like Hitler would come to power in those vital
circumstances for the Illuminati, unless he was of the reptilian bloodline. 

This is the bloodline that has produced ALL 42 of the Presidents of the United 
States since and including George Washington in 1789. It is the bloodline 
of...George W. Bush. The World War 2 leaders, Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin, 
were of the bloodline and also Freemasons and Satanists."

The Rothschilds and the Illuminati produce many offspring out of wedlock in
their secret breeding programs and these children are brought up under other
names with other parents. Peep, like ex-president, Bill Clinton, who is most
certainly a Rockefeller, produced in the same way, these "ordinary kid from
ordinary backgrounds" go on to be extraordinarily successful in their chosen
field.

NOTE: According to many historians, Jehovah Witnesses and Mormons are
one in the same and of the Illuminati bloodline. We mentioned Charles Taze
Russell's background, the founder of the Mormons, Joseph Smith, was initiated
as a Master Mason in 1842, and many claim that Mormon rituals are based in
Freemasonry. It is also believed that Smith had an Occult teacher named Dr.
Luman Walter who tutored him in the rites of ceremonial magic and alchemy.
Interestingly, Kemetic themed symbols are common in Salt Lake City, including
a statue of the great sphinx bearing Joseph Smith's likeness.

Icke writes, "Joseph Smith, along with Hiram Smith and Brigham Young, were
the key figures behind the creation of the Mormon religion. They were of the
elite of the elite Illuminati bloodline, the Merovingian or "Holy Grail" line, and
were all high degree Freemasons. They were also Satanists and formed their
"church" as a front for Satanic activity which very much still goes on today.
Why wouldn't it, that is what it is there for.

The Mormon empire was funded into existence by the Rothschilds through
their Kuhn, Loeb, bank which also funded the Russian Revolution and Adolf



Hitler, and yet again B'nai Brith, the Rothschild intelligence arm and defamer
of genuine researchers, was involved."

The Mormon were also created as a front for Satanism and, like the Watchtower
Society, Enochian magic.Icke speaks of a book by William J. Schnoebelen called
Mormonism's Temple of Doom. Schnoebelen was initiated into the Wicca
religion, then into Freemasonry, before going through the Mormon initiation in
the Salt Lake temple. He shows in great detail that all three initiations were the
same. The same oaths, secret handshakes, and garb.

The Salt Lake temple is covered with Illuminati symbols, like the All Seeing Eye,
and it is built with granite, a rock which has been used throughout the ages for
temples on earth power centres and for esoteric initiation. 

The Mormons also use the bee symbol, a classic symbol of the Merovingian 
bloodine which people ike the author, Sir Laurence Gardner, want to kid us goes 
back to jesus when in fact it is the "Holy Grail" bloodline of the Illuminati, the 
"purest" reptilian line.

Joseph Smith carried a dove medallion given to him by an English masonic
lodge. The dove is Illuminati symbolism for Queen Semiramis, the female deity
in their Babylonian trinity. The Mormon Church, like the Watchtower Society, is
also a front for trauma-based mind control. Many survivors have told of their
horrific torture in Salt Lake City in Mormon buildings and centres.

You won't be surprised to know, therefore, that the Mormons and the Jehovah's
Witnesses are the same organisation at the top level where the Elders of the
Mormons and the leaders of the Watchtower Society operate a very different
agenda to the one their followers believe. But what chance have you got of
knowing what is happening within your "church" when you refuse to think or
question? "Have faith", the mantra of these religious con-men through the ages,
really means "Don't think and don't question."

Hitler is in fact, a descendant of the Rothschild clan as well as other wicked 
dynastees… 



The Rothschilds wasn't their original name, for they went by several before
choosin' this one. One of their earlier names was the Bauers — one of the most
notorious cult bloodlines of the Middle Ages of Germany.

The name Rothschilds became in the 18th century (note the close resemblance
to "Red-Shield") when a working member of the Illuminati, one Mayer Amschel
Rothschild, took the name from the red-shield or hexagram; y'kno, the Star of
David or Seal of Solomon.

By bein' ignorant to history, we are not aware the Star of David did not become
affiliated with the so-called Jew until after Rothschild adopted it for themselves.
So-called Jewish resources will tell you the star has a connection to David or
Solomon, but the very ones who started using the symbol made it clear who
their allegiance was with... EVIL!

According to author of Ancient Future, Wayne Chandler,

"Many people have seen the symbol that represents the axiom; it is now
referred to as the Star of David or Solomon's Seal, the hexagram of Judaism.
It's origin and meaning are far more auspicious than that of an emblem used
to categorise a particular creed or group of human beings. What is ironic is
that this symbol has been regarded as officially Jewish only for about a
century.

The hexagram reached Judaism via the eastern Tantric influences on medieval
Jewish cabalists, who chose to elaborate on the union of God and his female
counterpart, Shekina. Historically, at the time the biblical stories were being
spun about David and Solomon, this star had nothing to do with the Jewish
people, but had been previously employed in cultures such as India and Egypt
for more than 2,000 years."

In India, its earliest appearance was discovered in the Indus Valley civilization
(3000BCE, and soon after was regarded as a jain philosophical symbol. It would
later be utilised by the Buddhists and Tantrikas of India to symbolise divine
sexual energy and union of the male and female elements in creation.

The linguistic origins of the word 'sex' is rooted in mathematics, as in the biblical
reference to 'six day of creation.' Sex in Sanskrit means six. Currently, in India
the six-pointed star is called the Star of Vishnu.


